In the first part of this paper we give a proof of Phragmén-Lindelof 's now classical principle,! which is simpler and yields more detailed information than any of the proofs hitherto known. Our procedure consists in proving a theorem in finite terms, similar to Hadamard's three circles theorem, from which the asymptotic statement is shown to follow by a very simple and transparent reasoning. A certain symmetry in the result is obtained by allowing the functions considered to have two possible singularities, one at 0 and one at <». The ultimate theorem is the sharpest possible and contains all previous results, including those of the brothers Nevanlinna.J
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In Part II we generalize Phragmén-Lindelof 's principle to harmonic functions of ra variables. The methods of Part I are seen to carry over without any difficulties. The result is particularly interesting in so far as the symmetry of the two-dimensional case is not maintained, the extremal functions corresponding to the two singularities being now essentially different.
Part I
1. Let/(s) =f(x+iy) he analytic in the strip T: -ir/2^y^w/2, and suppose further that |/(x + iV/2| ^1 for every x. Under these fundamental assumptions two alternatives are possible:
(a) The inequality |/(s) | ;£ 1 holds for all 5 in T. (The situation is then governed by theorems such as the lemmas of Schwarz and Julia, etc., and shall not concern us further.) (b) The set of points j in T with \fis) | > 1 is not void. In the sequel we shall always suppose that the second alternative takes place.
Some of our results are stated for a finite interval (xi, x2). In that case it will be noted that the arguments and results are not based on any assump-[January tions regarding the function outside of the interval with which we are concerned. For the sake of convenience we shall not further repeat this remark.
Consider now the set of points for which \f(s) | > 1. Obviously this set is composed by certain open regions ß, none of which is finite. We choose arbitrarily a region ß and propose to study the behavior of fis) within this region. As a preliminary result we notice that \fis) | = 1 on the boundary of ß, and that this boundary is made up of analytic arcs, some of which may be segments of the lines y = ±ir/2. We also remark that the boundary may form an angle, namely, at points where/'is) =0.
Denote by A-the set in which the line x = t intersects the region ß. We introduce the notation (2) we finally obtain the formula
Here the terms of the finite sum are all seen to be non-negative, and we obtain (3) m"ix) ^ mix).
We still have to consider the obviously isolated irregular values where one of the exceptional circumstances occurs. First of all it may happen that a line x = t contains a whole segment lying on the boundary of ß. It is then easy to prove that the one-sided derivatives m'it-0) and m'Q+O) exist, and that m'it-0) <m'it+0).
At a point with vertical tangent and at a corner m'(x) is seen to be continuous, while m"(x) may fail to exist.
These remarks complete the proof of Theorem 1. The function m(x) satisfies the differential inequality
except at certain isolated points. At these exceptional points m'(x) is continuous or presents a positive jump.
The sign of equality holds if and only if Ax coincides with the segment ( -7r/2, 7t/2) or is vacuous.;
2. The solutions of the differential equation <p"(x) =(¡>(x) are (¡>(x)=aez +ße~x. We are going to show that the curve C: Y = m(x) is convex with respect to this family of functions.
Suppose that the curves Y = m(x) and Y=(f>(x) intersect in two points with the coordinates xx and x2(>Xi), and let these be the nearest points of intersection so that there are no common points between Xi and x2. The difference w(x) =m(x) -cp(x) has a constant sign in (xi, x2) and satisfies the differential inequality u"(x) ^co(x). This leads to a contradiction if a(x) is constantly positive. In fact, if h<t2< • • • <tk are the irregular points between Xi and x2, we have
since all the terms are non-negative. Using the mean-value theorem we can rewrite the expression in the form
and now conclude that it is negative. It follows that C lies under the curve More precisely, if Xi and x2 are any two roots of the equation m(x) =<p(x) we may conclude that either the strict inequality m(x) <(b(x) holds for all Xi<x<x2 or m(x)=<p(x) in the whole interval. For if x' is a common point between Xi and x2, the development of w(x) at x' must be of the form. w(x) = -c(x-x')2k+ ■ ■ ■ , c>0, k^l, whence w"(x) = -2k(2k -l)c(x-x')2k~2+ ■ ■ ■ , and this is clearly incompatible with the inequality u"(x) ^w(x).
The particular solution <p(x) which intersects Y = m(x) at Xi and x2 is calculated from the equation If the sign of equality holds for one x between Xi and x2, then it holds for all. Supposing m(xi) and m(x2)>0 the equality holds if and only if \f(s)\ >1 at all points between Xi and x2.
The last assertion is an immediate consequence of the remark concerning the sign of equality in the condition (3).
The simplest functions for which the limits are actually attained are those of the form f(s) = exp (ae" + ße~'), where a and ß are constants. If, for example, a>0 and ß<0 it should be noticed that m(x) =0 for x< § log (-ß/a), and that m'(x) has a jump at the endpoint of this interval.
3. In order to study the possible shapes of the curve C: Y = m(x) we fix an arbitrary point x0 with m(x0) >0. For convenience we suppose that x0 = 0 and write mo = miQ), m¿ =m'(fj). The curves F=#(x) pajssing through the point (0, mi) are given by (¡>(x)=aex+(mo-a)e~x, the slope at x = 0 being 2a-mo-Through every point with x^O passes one and only one curve of the field with a = a(x). For 0<a<rai0 the curves tend towards infinity in both directions. The two curves a = 0 and a = m0 are exponential curves, and the curves a<0 or >m0 intersect the x-axis at x = J log [(a-mi)/a].
The slope mi at x = 0 corresponds to a = \(ma+mi ). From Theorem 2 we infer that C does not cut any of the curves a>%(m0+mi) in the half-plane x>0, nor any of the curves a <%(mo+mi) in the half-plane x<0. Moreover, the values of a(x) are steadily non-decreasing as x increases. Hence a(x) must tend to definite limits as x tends to plus or minus infinity.
From these remarks we can easily deduce all the statements in Theorem 3. For every C one of the following mutually exclusive statements is true :
(a) 7ji = limI,00»i(x)e~I and Tj2 = limI,_00»î(x)ex exist and are positive; 
If | mi | <m0, C is of type (a) ; if mi ^m0, C is of type (a) or (b) ; and if mi ^ -mo, C is of type (a) or (c).
The proof follows immediately from the fact that a is increasing. The normal situation in the cases (b) and (c) is of course that m(x) vanishes identically from a certain point on.
If C is known to be of the type (b), then by Theorem 3 the inequality m'(x) ^m(x) must hold for all x, for x = 0 was only a representative for an arbitrary point. This differential inequality is equivalent with the fact that m(x)e~x is a non-decreasing function. Hence we obtain the more precise Theorem 4. If the curve C is of type (b) the function m(x)e~x is non-decreasing, and for a curve of type (c) m(x)ex is non-increasing.
All these results refer to the m(x) of a single region 0. The same proof can, however, be given also if m(x) is formed with respect to any number of regions fi, including the case considered by the brothers Nevanlinna, where m(x) refers to all regions Q.
4. We shall finally interpret our main result for the more familiar case of a function analytic in a half-plane.
Theorem 5. Let the function f(z) be analytic in the closed right half-plane and suppose that \f(z) \ ^ 1 on the imaginary axis. If we write C12 + i , mir) = I log | fire'*) \ cos p dp
the function m(r)/r is non-decreasing and consequently tends to a positive limit as r-»°o, unless m(r)=0.
The proof is obtained by taking log z as independent variable. There is only one alternative, since the curve C must obviously be of the type (b).
Remark. It is interesting to show that m(r)=r\r implies/(z) =Ae2,lz, where A is a constant of absolute value 1. In §4 we already proved that Y = m(x) coincides with a curve Y=<j>(x) if and only if |/| >1 for all interior points. Hence we must have |/(x) | > 1 in the whole half-plane and the function can be continued to the left half-plane with |/(z)| <1. The entire function/(z) has no-zeros and is easily seen to be of the first order at most. Consequently it is of the form Ae", where |yl| =1 and c must be real and positive. The computation of m(r) yields c = 2r¡.
In the classical principle of Phragmen-Lindelöf the object of consideration is the maximum modulus Af(r) =max|*|=r|/(z)|.
Comparing with mir) we have M (r) ^ %m(r), whence we obtain log Mir) lim inf.---> 0.
r-»w f
Whether the limit of (log Mix))/r always exists we have not been able to decide.
The conditions of Phragmen-Lindelöf 's principle are usually weakened by supposing that /(z) is analytic only in the open half-plane and that lim sup |/(z) | ¿ 1 as z approaches a point on the imaginary axis. The most convenient way of extending Theorem 1, and hence all subsequent results, to this case would be first to consider a slightly smaller rectangle Xi<x<x2, | y\ <ir/2 -e and to apply the theorem to the function fis)/u, where m is the upper bound of |/| on the horizontal sides of the rectangle. A simple passage to the limit would then yield the desired result.
Part II 5. Phragmen-Lindelöf 's principle is essentially a theorem on harmonic functions of two variables. It is natural to ask whether a similar theorem holds for harmonic functions of n variables. We shall show that our method can easily be generalized to this case.
Let the function w(xi, • • • , x") be harmonic in some part of the »-dimensional space and consider one of the regions ß in which u is positive. We shall suppose that ß lies entirely in the half-space Xi^O. In addition we require that m shall be regular, and consequently =0, at all boundary points of ß, except possibly at the origin and at infinity. The problem consists in studying the behavior of u in the region ß. since u vanishes on the boundary of ß. The direct computation of the second derivative is rather intricate, so we prefer to make use of Green's formula which is well known to hold in n dimensions. According to Green's formula we have
when the integral is extended over a closed surface. Take this surface to be the boundary of the part of ß lying in the region n <r <r2 and let the normals be outer normals. Then Ari and Ar2 contribute together rn~xm(r) -rnm'(r).
r\
On the boundary of ß we have u = 0, x 2:0, and du/dn i% 0. The corresponding part of the integral is thus seen to be non-positive, and we conclude that
is a non-increasing function of r. In order to get a simple differential inequality we introduce x = log r as independent variable. We then get
This inequality holds whenever m" exists. At irregular points one proves readily that m' is continuous or has a positive jump.
»(f)'
The easiest way of handling the differential inequality is to make the substitution p = me(nl2~1)x. The inequality goes over into d2p dx2 and we are now in a position to apply the results already proved. In the first place we find that the curve C: F =m(x) is convex with respect to the family of curves F=aenxl2+ßernxl2.
Expressing this result in terms of r we get Theorem 7. Inn dimensions the relation (4) is replaced by m(r\rn/2-X rn/2 r-n/2 mirxW2-1 riB/2 rrn'2 ^ 0.
We note that the sign of equality holds for harmonic functions of the form axi+j3xi/r".
Theorem 3 is immediately carried over if we replace m(x) by p(x) and the exponentials e±x by e±nxl2. The numbers rjx and r¡2 of the theorem are thus defined by t]x = limr_.007ra(r)/r and rç2 = limr,0wî(r)r"-1.
We conclude the paper by a complete statement of the assertions corresponding to Theorems 4-5 of the first section. We remark that the maximum modulus Ä7(r) is greater than mir) multiplied by a certain constant. Hence we conclude that one at least of the relations linir^M(r)/r >0 and limr,0Af (r)r"_1 >0 is true. The extremal functions are Xi and Xx/r". In two dimensions one of these is obtained from the other by an inversion, but in higher dimensions they are essentially different.
